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Wicked Fox Book
A fresh and addictive fantasy-romance set in modern-day Seoul.
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Wicked Fox Theater
Eighteen-year-old Gu Miyoung has a secret--she's a gumiho, a nine-tailed fox who must devour the
energy of men in order to survive. Because so few believe in the old tales anymore, and with so many
evil men no one will miss, the modern city of Seoul is the perfect place to hide and hunt.
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Wicked Fox Theater St Louis
But after feeding one full moon, Miyoung crosses paths with Jihoon, a human boy, being attacked by a
goblin deep in the forest. Against her better judgment, she violates the rules of survival to rescue the
boy, losing her fox bead--her gumiho soul--in the process.
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Wicked Fox Kirkus
Jihoon knows Miyoung is more than just a beautiful girl--he saw her nine tails the night she saved his
life. His grandmother used to tell him stories of the gumiho, of their power and the danger they pose to
humans. He's drawn to her anyway.
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Wicked Fox Pre Order
With murderous forces lurking in the background, Miyoung and Jihoon develop a tenuous friendship
that blossoms into something more. But when a young shaman tries to reunite Miyoung with her bead,
the consequences are disastrous . . . forcing Miyoung to choose between her immortal life and Jihoon's.
Reading this was a dream come true. A young adult urban fantasy set in Seoul? My heart ðŸ’—. And it
was everything that I wanted a more.
I absolutely loved the Korean mythology and it was perfectly woven into the story. The characters?
Amazing. I love them and the relationships that were formed. My heart also broke for them. I'll talk
about it more in my wrap up, but GET EXCITED FOR THIS! This comes out 25 June!
Thank you so much Penguin Random House for providing me with an ARC! I am eternally grate
Reading this was a dream come true. A young adult urban fantasy set in Seoul? My heart ðŸ’—. And it
was everything that I wanted a more.
I absolutely loved the Korean mythology and it was perfectly woven into the story. The characters?
Amazing. I love them and the relationships that were formed. My heart also broke for them. I'll talk
about it more in my wrap up, but GET EXCITED FOR THIS! This comes out 25 June!
Thank you so much Penguin Random House for providing me with an ARC! I am eternally grateful.
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Wicked Fox Excerpt
A girl who kills to survive.
A boy captured by goblins, saved by a killer.
A choice - an immortal existence for a single human life.
Don't know about you, but I have high hopes for this one. I love that it's centered on Korean mythology
set in the modern world - this is going to be amazing!
My mom thinks my life isn't very busy right now but she doesn't understand that I have plenty new
releases to read, and a book grounded in Korean mythology is on top of that list!
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Wicked Fox Bar And Grill
if anyone is able to get an arc of this at bookcon and is willing to give it to me i will gladly take it and
wish nothing but blessings and happiness for you
[1/24/19]
I CAN'T BELIEVE MY PREDICTIONS OF THE COVER WERE TRUE !!!! IT TRULY LOOKS LIKE THIS CAME OUT
OF A KOREAN WEBTOON
KAT CHO PLEASE THROW ME AN EARLY COPY OF THIS I CAN'T TELL YOU HOW MUCH I'M ANTICIPATING
THIS ESPECIALLY BECAUSE I AM A KDRAMA LOVER AND THIS IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR US
KDRAMA LOVERS

[12/21/18]
WiCkeD fOx
[12/11/18]
dear ka

if anyone is able to get an arc of this at bookcon and is willing to give it to me i will gladly take

it and wish nothing but blessings and happiness for you
[1/24/19]
I CAN'T BELIEVE MY PREDICTIONS OF THE COVER WERE TRUE !!!! IT TRULY LOOKS LIKE THIS CAME OUT
OF A KOREAN WEBTOON
KAT CHO PLEASE THROW ME AN EARLY COPY OF THIS I CAN'T TELL YOU HOW MUCH I'M ANTICIPATING
THIS ESPECIALLY BECAUSE I AM A KDRAMA LOVER AND THIS IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR US
KDRAMA LOVERS

[12/21/18]
WiCkeD fOx
[12/11/18]
dear kat cho, when will the cover for this be revealed? i'm predicting something to look like it came out
of a kdrama or a korean webtoon or korean comics or something that fits the description of the book,
like the whole korean mythology set in modern day seoul aspect. i'm just . . . trying to stay as patient as i
can.
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sincerely,
maggie, a kdrama addict and lover
[02/24/18]
so this is based on korean mythology and modern day seoul and about a girl who survives by killing but
falls in love with a boy she rescued??

i'm sorry but i am in just with that
[11/10/18
anyways i finally watched my girlfriend is a gumiho after sara mentioned it in the comments and all i can
think about now is shin min-a
...more
We are being blessed this year with so many exquisite, unique, Asian inspired fantasies.
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